Spine growth and seismogenic faulting at Mt. Unzen, Japan
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Abstract

The concluding episode of activity during the recent eruption of Mt. Unzen (October 1994 to February 1995) was characterized by incremental spine extrusion, accompanied by seismicity. Analysis of the seismic record reveals the occurrence of two dominant long-period event families associated with a repeating, nondestructive source mechanism, which we attribute to magma failure and fault-controlled ascent. We obtain constraints on the slip rate and distance of faulting events within these families. That analysis is complemented by an experimental thermomechanical investigation of fault friction in Mt. Unzen dacitic dome rock using a rotary-shear apparatus at variable slip rates and normal stresses. A power density threshold is found at $0.3 \text{ MW m}^{-2}$, above which frictional melt forms and controls the shear resistance to slip, inducing a deviation from Byerlee’s frictional law. Homogenized experimentally generated pseudotachylytes have a similar final chemistry, thickness, and crystal content, facilitating the construction of a rheological model for particle suspensions. This is compared to the viscosity constrained from the experimental data, to assess the viscous control on fault dynamics. The onset of frictional melt formation during spine growth is constrained to depths below 300 m for an average slip event. This combination of experimental data, viscosity modeling, and seismic analysis offers a new description of material response during conduit plug flow and spine growth, showing that volcanic pseudotachylyte may commonly form and modify fault friction during faulting of dome rock. This model furthers our understanding of faulting and seismicity during lava dome formation and is applicable to other eruption modes.

1. Introduction

Lava dome eruptions are one of the most hazardous forms of volcanic activity. Dome destabilization may generate block-and-ash flows as well as catastrophic explosive eruptions. Magma ascent during dome eruptions has been described as cyclic at timescales of seconds to years [Voight, 1999; Sparks, 2000; Harris et al., 2003; Costa et al., 2013; Lamb et al., 2014], where longer timescales are attributed to variations in the magmatic system and shorter timescales are generally believed to reflect shallow conduit processes, including the rheological stability of magma. Careful monitoring of lava domes is thus central to mitigating the risk posed by their activity. Seismic monitoring in particular has revealed that magma transport in dome-building eruptions is a rich source of earthquakes, and analysis has revealed the importance of discerning the frequency and period of earthquakes emanating from the uppermost (<3 km) edifice [Chouet and Matoza, 2013]. Many studies have attempted to describe the source mechanisms underlying these signals: high-frequency and hybrid seismic signals have been interpreted to originate from magma fracturing processes [Harrington and Brodsky, 2007; De Angelis and Henton, 2011; Umakoshi et al., 2011], while shallow long-period (LP) seismicity has been associated with resonance of fluid in the conduit [Neuberg et al., 2006; Thomas and Neuberg, 2012], or in a crack [Chouet, 1988; Burlini et al., 2007; Benson et al., 2008; Maryanto et al., 2008]. A recent study, employing proximal seismometer networks, has proposed that LP events may also be caused by slow rupture of weak volcanic materials [Bean et al., 2013].

Lava dome eruptions at Mt. Unzen (Japan), Mount St. Helens (USA), Soufrière Hills volcano (Montserrat), Volcán De Colima (Mexico), and Santiaguito dome complex (Guatemala) have all been characterized by cyclic behavior [Iverson et al., 2006; Neuberg et al., 2006; Umakoshi et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2014; Lamb et al., 2014]. The seismic signals emitted contain a characteristic sequence of waveform families with event counts that emerge and...
Evidence from field, experimental, and numerical studies show that strain localization in magmas can control ascent dynamics in a volcanic conduit. During ascent, magma undergoing localized strain near the conduit margin may yield to brittle failure [Yamasato, 1998; Goto, 1999; Tuffen and Dingwell, 2004; Lensky et al., 2008; De Angelis and Henton, 2011; Okumura et al., 2013] and slip [Thomas and Neuberg, 2012; Lavallée et al., 2013; Kendrick et al., 2014a]. Rheologically, the presence of multiple phases in magma (liquids, crystals, and gas bubbles) partitions the applied stress, and as strain rate across a conduit of ascending magma varies nonlinearly, shear thinning favors strain localization at the conduit margin [Caricchi et al., 2007; Lavallée et al., 2013; Okumura et al., 2013]. Extensive strain and high strain rates in this area may lead to seismogenic magma failure [Lavallée et al., 2008; Cordonnier et al., 2009], marking the onset of friction-controlled ascent [Kendrick et al., 2014a]. These two scenarios for magma ascent are illustrated in the upper and lower parts of the conceptual model in Figure 1.

The processes and criteria attendant on magma failure have been the subject of several experimental [Aldibirov and Dingwell, 1996; Dingwell, 1996; Gonnermann and Manga, 2003; Rust et al., 2004; Spieler et al., 2004; Okumura et al., 2010; Lavallée et al., 2011; Cordonnier et al., 2012a; Costa et al., 2012] and numerical [Costa et al., 2007; Hale and Wadge, 2008; Collinson and Neuberg, 2012] studies, but knowledge of the frictional properties of volcanic fault rocks is more scarce [Moore et al., 2008; Kennedy et al., 2009; Lavallée et al., 2012, 2014; Kendrick et al., 2014b; Violy et al., 2014]; thus, our ability to interpret the geophysical signals that accompany volcanic unrest remains insufficient.

1.1. Fault Friction

The process of fault slip has been extensively studied in earthquake physics in past decades [Sibson, 1975; Spray, 1992; Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997; Di Toro et al., 2006a; Beeler et al., 2008; Faulknner et al., 2011; Chang et al., 2012; Hirose et al., 2012]. At low slip velocities, rock friction observations have led to the conception of rate- and state-dependent friction laws [Dieterich, 1978; Ruina, 1983; Dieterich and Kilgore, 1983].
1.2. Spine Growth at Mt. Unzen

Mt. Unzen underwent a protracted period of dome growth between 1991 and 1995 [Nakada et al., 1999]. In less than 4 years, $2.1 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ of magma (dense rock equivalent) was erupted at discharge rates of less than 4 years, $2.1 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ of magma (dense rock equivalent) was erupted at discharge rates of [Spray, 1992; Goldsby and Tullis, 2011]. Slip at high power densities (the product of slip rate and shear stress) may generate sufficient heat to induce frictional melting in silicate rocks—a process preserved in the geologic record in the form of pseudotachylyte [Shand, 1916; Sibson, 1975]. In cases where a fault hosts gouge material, mineral decomposition and strain localization at high slip rate have also been shown to provide low friction coefficients [Mizoguchi et al., 2009; Di Toro et al., 2011; Hirose et al., 2012; Lavallée et al., 2014].

Friction in volcanic conduits and during spine extrusion is especially important for the final stage of magma ascent in the uppermost ~1–2 km [Kennedy et al., 2009; Pallister et al., 2013] and shows a dependence on velocity and normal stress. Experiments have shown that failure, followed by slip at low power density, engenders comminution and cataclastic ash generation [Kennedy and Russell, 2012]. Ascent mechanics of the spine may be influenced by incorporation of fragmented ash and breccia in the fault surface at shallow depths due to low normal stresses [Kendrick et al., 2012]. The frictional properties of volcanic ash have been experimentally determined at low to high slip velocities. At low slip rate ($10^{-6}$–$10^{-3}$ m s$^{-1}$), faults bearing volcanic ash gouge change from rate weakening to rate strengthening [Moore et al., 2008] and exhibit strain hardening [Kennedy and Russell, 2012]. A recent study of high-velocity rotary shear (HVR) experiments on volcanic ash gouge from different volcanoes (including Mt. Unzen) has extended the description of ash gouge friction (at ambient temperature), providing a frictional law to constrain rate-weakening behavior at a range of slip velocities of up to 1.3 m s$^{-1}$ and normal stresses of up to 2.5 MPa [Lavallée et al., 2014]. In ash gouge experiments, high temperatures may be achieved, possibly prompting rapid viscous sintering, which raises the question of the longevity of (particulate) volcanic ash in conduit slip zones [Bizzarri, 2014; Kolzenburg and Russell, 2014].

Field and experimental evidence has suggested that faulting during dome eruptions may commonly result in frictional melting even over short slip distances, owing to the high temperatures (and low fusion temperatures) of dome lavas in the magmatic column [Kendrick et al., 2014a, 2014b]. Rotary shear experiments have helped shape our understanding of frictional melt and its rheology and role during energetic seismogenic faulting. At high slip rates, rapid and intense heat generation achieves temperatures in excess of the fusion temperature of some, or all of the mineral phases, to form a melt [Shimamoto and Lin, 1994; Di Toro et al., 2006a; Spray, 2010]. The rheology of silicate melts is very well described in terms of composition, temperature, and strain rate [Webb and Dingwell, 1990; Dingwell et al., 1996; Hess and Dingwell, 1996; Hess et al., 1996a, 1996b; Giordano et al., 2008], and, to some extent, in terms of crystal and vesicle fraction [Lejeune et al., 1999; Caricchi et al., 2007; Lavallée et al., 2007; Cimarelli et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2011; Cordonnier et al., 2012a; Mader et al., 2013; Truby et al., 2015]; yet its control on fault friction has received little attention [Bowden and Persson, 1961; Spray, 1993; Fialko and Khazan, 2005; Nielsen et al., 2008; Sone and Shimamoto, 2009; Violay et al., 2014]. Lavallée et al. [2012] stated that volcanic frictional melts have a non-Arhenian temperature-dependent viscosity and, at volcanically relevant strain rates, display a small component of shear thinning behavior. Under tectonic conditions, it has been observed that frictional melt lubricates the fault plane [Spray, 2005; Di Toro et al., 2006a, 2011; Brown and Fialko, 2012]; however, studies have revealed high shear resistances induced by the presence of frictional melt at low normal stresses that suggest they may act as an adhesive (or viscous brake) to slip [Fialko, 2004; Koizumi et al., 2004]. This is particularly important in shallow volcanic settings where it provides an additional rheological contribution to fault slip instability and may help control the stick-slip phenomenon that produces drumbeat seismicity during magma ascent [Kendrick et al., 2014a]. The significance of frictional melting in shallow volcanic processes requires further study. Here we have expanded and constrained the application of frictional properties to lava dome eruptions by combining seismic analysis, experiments, and rheological modeling to evaluate the role of fault processes during spine extrusion in 1994–1995 at Mt. Unzen.

\[
\tau = 0.85\sigma_n
\]

(1)

At high slip velocities, however, the shear resistance to slip exhibits a strong departure from this relationship, which has generally been attributed to flash heating due to the conversion of mechanical work into heat [Spray, 1992; Goldsby and Tullis, 2011]. Slip at high power densities (the product of slip rate and shear stress) may generate sufficient heat to induce frictional melting in silicate rocks—a process preserved in the geologic record in the form of pseudotachylyte [Shand, 1916; Sibson, 1975]. In cases where a fault hosts gouge material, mineral decomposition and strain localization at high slip rate have also been shown to provide low friction coefficients [Mizoguchi et al., 2009; Di Toro et al., 2011; Hirose et al., 2012; Lavallée et al., 2014].

Friction in volcanic conduits and during spine extrusion is especially important for the final stage of magma ascent in the uppermost ~1–2 km [Kennedy et al., 2009; Pallister et al., 2013] and shows a dependence on velocity and normal stress. Experiments have shown that failure, followed by slip at low power density, engenders comminution and cataclastic ash generation [Kennedy and Russell, 2012]. Ascent mechanics of the spine may be influenced by incorporation of fragmented ash and breccia in the fault surface at shallow depths due to low normal stresses [Kendrick et al., 2012]. The frictional properties of volcanic ash have been experimentally determined at low to high slip velocities. At low slip rate ($10^{-6}$–$10^{-3}$ m s$^{-1}$), faults bearing volcanic ash gouge change from rate weakening to rate strengthening [Moore et al., 2008] and exhibit strain hardening [Kennedy and Russell, 2012]. A recent study of high-velocity rotary shear (HVR) experiments on volcanic ash gouge from different volcanoes (including Mt. Unzen) has extended the description of ash gouge friction (at ambient temperature), providing a frictional law to constrain rate-weakening behavior at a range of slip velocities of up to 1.3 m s$^{-1}$ and normal stresses of up to 2.5 MPa [Lavallée et al., 2014]. In ash gouge experiments, high temperatures may be achieved, possibly prompting rapid viscous sintering, which raises the question of the longevity of (particulate) volcanic ash in conduit slip zones [Bizzarri, 2014; Kolzenburg and Russell, 2014].

Field and experimental evidence has suggested that faulting during dome eruptions may commonly result in frictional melting even over short slip distances, owing to the high temperatures (and low fusion temperatures) of dome lavas in the magmatic column [Kendrick et al., 2014a, 2014b]. Rotary shear experiments have helped shape our understanding of frictional melt and its rheology and role during energetic seismogenic faulting. At high slip rates, rapid and intense heat generation achieves temperatures in excess of the fusion temperature of some, or all of the mineral phases, to form a melt [Shimamoto and Lin, 1994; Di Toro et al., 2006a; Spray, 2010]. The rheology of silicate melts is very well described in terms of composition, temperature, and strain rate [Webb and Dingwell, 1990; Dingwell et al., 1996; Hess and Dingwell, 1996; Hess et al., 1996a, 1996b; Giordano et al., 2008], and, to some extent, in terms of crystal and vesicle fraction [Lejeune et al., 1999; Caricchi et al., 2007; Lavallée et al., 2007; Cimarelli et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2011; Cordonnier et al., 2012a; Mader et al., 2013; Truby et al., 2015]; yet its control on fault friction has received little attention [Bowden and Persson, 1961; Spray, 1993; Fialko and Khazan, 2005; Nielsen et al., 2008; Sone and Shimamoto, 2009; Violay et al., 2014]. Lavallée et al. [2012] stated that volcanic frictional melts have a non-Arhenian temperature-dependent viscosity and, at volcanically relevant strain rates, display a small component of shear thinning behavior. Under tectonic conditions, it has been observed that frictional melt lubricates the fault plane [Spray, 2005; Di Toro et al., 2006a, 2011; Brown and Fialko, 2012]; however, studies have revealed high shear resistances induced by the presence of frictional melt at low normal stresses that suggest they may act as an adhesive (or viscous brake) to slip [Fialko, 2004; Koizumi et al., 2004]. This is particularly important in shallow volcanic settings where it provides an additional rheological contribution to fault slip instability and may help control the stick-slip phenomenon that produces drumbeat seismicity during magma ascent [Kendrick et al., 2014a]. The significance of frictional melting in shallow volcanic processes requires further study. Here we have expanded and constrained the application of frictional properties to lava dome eruptions by combining seismic analysis, experiments, and rheological modeling to evaluate the role of fault processes during spine extrusion in 1994–1995 at Mt. Unzen.
0.1–4 × 10^5 m^3 d^{-1}, equivalent to ascent rates of 0.008–0.13 m s^{-1} [Venezky and Rutherford, 1999; Noguchi et al., 2008; Cichy et al., 2010]. The eruption was punctuated by two distinct phases of spine growth, at the onset of the eruption (20–21 May 1991) when extrusion rate was at its highest and at the end of the eruption (mid-October 1994 and mid-February 1995) when spine growth was measured at an average of 0.8 m d^{-1} [Yamashina et al., 1999]. The late spine extrusion was accompanied by 40–60 h inflation/deflation cycles and vigorous seismic swarms at depths generally shallower than 0.5 km [Yamashina et al., 1999; Umakoshi et al., 2008], constrained to originate from pressure fluctuations at 0.7–1.3 km depth [Hendraasto et al., 1997; Kohno et al., 2008]. The final spine grew to a total of 150 m wide, 30 m deep, and 40 m high [Nakada et al., 1999], preserving a record of the deformation mechanisms acting during magma ascent. A structural survey of the relict spine [Smith et al., 2001] exposed a range of ductile and brittle deformation structures, including shear zones with complex dilational structures (contributing to the permeable network), sintered breccia, and shear zones hosting cataclasite (Figure 2a). Close examination of the fault zone compared to the undeformed lava core (Figure 2b), reveals a heavily damaged rock, with sheared plagioclase crystals and few visible amphibole fragments (Figure 2c).

The dome and spine material is dacitic (65 ± 1.5 wt.% SiO_2) and contains 24–35 vol.% phenocrysts, dominantly plagioclase, amphibole, and biotite together with iron-titanium oxides and quartz in a groundmass containing 40 ± 10 vol.% microlites within a peraluminous rhyolitic interstitial glass containing ca. 78 wt.% SiO_2 [Nakada and Motomura, 1999; Almberg et al., 2008; Cordonnier et al., 2009]. The glass transition (estimated on the
basis of a viscosity of $10^{12}$ Pa s) is constrained to 759°C using the chemical composition within the viscosity model of Giordano et al. [2008]. Note that the glass transition is higher when considering heating rates and strain rates as high as those presented in this study and would approximate values some 200–250°C higher at heating rates of ca. 300–400°C s$^{-1}$ [cf. Gottsmann and Dingwell, 2001].

2. Methods

2.1. Seismic Analysis of Fault Friction at Mt. Unzen

We analyzed the continuous seismic records from one station (FG1) for the period 1 October 1994 to 28 February 1995 using the GISMO MATLAB suite [Reyes and West, 2011] and performed single-station detection (SSD) on the data using a short-term average/long-term average (STA/LTA) algorithm (Figure 3). Seismic station FG1 was chosen as the best candidate for use as a master station in SSD due to its consistent operation and its proximity (~0.6 km) to the lava dome [Umakoshi et al., 2008]. Event rates, peak amplitude, and frequency index (FI) metrics were used to characterize identified seismic events. Event rates were computed on an hourly basis by counting the events that fall within hour-long bins. Peak amplitude was determined from the highest absolute value of demeaned event waveform data. FI is a spectral ratio defined as follows:

$$\text{FI} = \log_{10} \left[ \frac{\text{mean}(A_{\text{upper}})}{\text{mean}(A_{\text{lower}})} \right]$$

Figure 3. Geophysical data showing (a) hourly counts (above) and amplitude (below) for all seismic events from 1 October to 15 November 1994. A periodicity in event count peaks emerges on 15 October. We highlight the clustering of two waveform families (multiplets of five or more events with very similar waveforms) marked in red (cluster 1) and blue dots (cluster 2). (b) $P$ wave pulse duration taken from the first arrival at the point of maximum curvature to the peak where the acceleration gradient falls again to zero. (c) Histogram of $P$ wave pulse durations for all events in families 1 and 2 (binned with 0.02 s intervals). (d) Uplift of the spine between 11:00 A.M. on 2 and 11:00 A.M. on 9 November 1994 from time-differential stereoscopic measurements, adapted from Yamashina et al. [1999].
which was designed to provide a consistent classification of seismic events \cite{Buurman2010}. This method uses the ratio of the mean spectral amplitude in two predefined spectral bands, $A_{\text{upper}}$ and $A_{\text{lower}}$, to describe the relative partitioning of energy at high and low frequencies for a given event. To identify earthquake clusters (families of events with similar waveforms, also known as multiplets) from the series of SSD events, we used a cross-correlation technique with a hierarchical clustering scheme. This scheme was successfully employed to detect clusters at Augustine \cite{Buurman2010} and Redoubt \cite{Ketner2013} volcanoes. To be successfully included in a cluster, an event must have a minimum mean correlation value of 0.8 with all the other events in the cluster. A threshold of five events was used to define the minimum number needed to compose a cluster. Source durations were estimated from manual picking of the $P$ wave pulse duration for each event (Figure 3c). Estimates of average fault slip velocity were obtained from measurements of average source duration and slip distance per event. In order to estimate the average slip distance associated with a single seismic event, we considered the total event count for clusters over two periods in early November 1994 (assuming that all these events originated from faulting along spine walls during extrusion; see discussion in section 4.2) during which vertical spine extrusion was recorded using time-differential spectroscopy and theodolite surveys \cite{JapaneseMeteorologicalAssociation, Yamashina1999}.

2.2. Fault Friction Experiments

The frictional properties of Mt. Unzen dacite were investigated using two low- to high-velocity rotary shear (HVR) apparatuses. The sample block was collected from a block-and-ash flow deposit during a field campaign in 2008 and has mineralogy akin to that described in Nakada and Motomura \cite{Nakada1999} and Almberg et al. \cite{Almberg2008}, with $<40\text{ vol.}\%$ glass, a density of 2505 kg m$^{-3}$, and $\approx 13\text{ vol.}\%$ porosity as measured by a Micromeritics He-Pycnometer. The HVR setups use a concentric sample geometry and are capable of rotation rates from $\approx 1\text{ rotation per year}$ up to 1500 rotations per minute (rpm) and applied normal force up to 10 kN \cite{Shimamoto1994, Tsutsumi1997}. In this study, high slip rate ($>0.4\text{ m s}^{-1}$) tests were performed with the first-generation HVR at the Kochi/JAMSTEC Core Center (Japan) and low slip rate ($<0.4\text{ m s}^{-1}$) tests were performed with the second-generation HVR at the University of Liverpool (UK). We prepared hollow cylindrical samples with 25 mm outer diameter and 10 mm inner diameter to create a $\approx 7.5\text{ mm}$ wide annular contact surface; this minimizes the effect of variable shear resistance produced by a gradient in strain rate (see Figure 4a). Displacement rate was calculated using an equivalent rotational rate, $V_e$ (m s$^{-1}$), defined such that $rV_eS$ gives the rate of total frictional work (where $r$ is shear stress and $S$ is the fault area), assuming constant shear stress across the fault surface \cite{Shimamoto1994}:

$$V_e = \frac{4\pi R (D_o^2 + D_oD_i + D_i^2)}{3D_o + D_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $R$ is the revolution rate (s$^{-1}$), and $D_o$ and $D_i$ are the samples’ outer and inner diameters, respectively. We conducted the HVR experiments at six slip rates (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.4, 1.0, and 1.45 m s$^{-1}$) and five normal stresses (0.4, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 3.5 MPa) for a total of 20 m of slip. During the experiments, the shear stress, normal stress, and shortening were recorded at 500 Hz. Prior to high slip rate tests, the sliding surfaces were ground parallel over $\approx 200$ revolutions at 0.1 MPa and 0.1 m s$^{-1}$, and each sample was bound with aluminum wire to reduce the tendency for fracturing by thermal expansion during experiments at high load. Axial stresses $>3.5$ MPa led to failure at the onset of rotation as high torque, thermal fracturing \cite{Ohtomo1994}, and high initial fracture density of the samples \cite{Cordonnier2009} caused the sample strength to be overwhelmed. The experiments were recorded with optical and infrared thermographic cameras throughout the experiment. For experiments in Kochi/JAMSTEC Core Center, we employed a H2406 NEC/Avio thermographic infrared camera with 90 $\mu$m pixel size at 30 frames per second and analyzed the images using InfReC Thermography Studio. For the experiments in Liverpool, we used a FLIR X6000sc thermographic infrared camera and analyzed the images using the FLIR IR Max software package. For all thermal videos, the maximum pixel temperature was tracked through time, as a lower bound for temperature along the slip zone. It is important to note that the monitored surface temperatures slightly underestimate the actual temperatures generated along the slip interface inside the samples (see section 3.5).

2.3. Frictional Melt Structure, Chemistry, and Rheology

The frictional melt layers that solidified into glassy pseudotachylytes were examined using optical microscopy on thin sections cut tangentially to the sample annulus. The fraction, size, and aspect ratio of
the comminuted crystalline phases were measured by converting cross-polarized photomicrographs (using a Leica 2500P microscope under transmitted light at 10X zoom) of the center of each slip zone into binary images using the open source software ImageJ. We assigned cumulative crystal fragment area by aspect ratio bins to determine the crystal size distribution within the pseudotachylytes. The thickness of melt layers is required to calculate strain rates, but thickness cannot be estimated directly during a test, and we revert to measuring the average thickness of the solidified glass layers as a proxy, although this represents a minimum value as a certain amount of melt may have been extruded upon cooling at the end of the test [e.g., Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005].

Chemical analysis and imaging were performed using a Cameca SX100 electron microprobe. Measurements were made on polished thin sections prepared from eight postexperimental samples. For the homogenized slip zones, we conducted measurements using a 10 μm defocused beam with 15 kV accelerating voltage and 5 nA sample current. For each thin section, ~30 points were chosen on the glass of the experimentally generated pseudotachylyte: near the center of each thin section and away from crystals. However, for sample 3758 (with low melt generation), 12 additional measurements were performed under shortened acquisition time with a focused beam. In order to assess and thereby minimize the potential loss of alkalis, we compared analyses made with focused and defocused beams.

The water content present in the glass was estimated through measurement of thermogravimetric weight loss using a simultaneous thermo-analyzer (Netzsch STA Jupiter 449 F1 with a resolution of 25 ng). The change in mass of a 0.19 g sample of glass produced from experiment HVR 3376 (1.45 m s⁻¹ at 3 MPa) was measured during heating in an argon atmosphere to 1150°C at 10°C min⁻¹ with a dwell time of 180 min.

The temperature dependence of viscosity of the frictional melt was calculated using mean major element compositions and volatile content of the pseudotachylyte glass as inputs into the melt viscosity model developed by Giordano et al. [2008]. The apparent viscosity of the frictional melt suspension was estimated using the strain rate-dependent rheological model for magma suspensions of Costa et al. [2009] with fitting parameters solved from the experimental data of Caricchi et al. [2007]. Maximum packing fraction of the clast population was estimated using the aspect ratio distribution within the model of Mueller et al. [2011]. Minimum and maximum values of strain rate (as described by the slip rate and minimum and maximum solidified melt thickness across the sample contact area) and crystal content were considered.

Figure 4. (a) Characteristic mechanical data monitored during a high-velocity rotary-shear experiment undergoing frictional melting, from experiment 3376 (conducted at 1.45 m s⁻¹ and 3.0 MPa). The first and second peaks referred to in the results are labeled 1 and 2. Note stabilization of temperature, shear stress, and shortening rate during steady state slip. The inset details the sample setup, showing the directions of applied forces and measurements [modified from Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005]. (b) The mechanical data for all experiments conducted at 1.45 m s⁻¹ slip rate reveal a systematic increase in shear resistance with applied normal stress. For the data at an applied stress of 0.4 MPa, no second peak in shear stress was observed and the applied slip dynamics did not induce frictional melting.
We estimated the mechanical importance of frictional melt viscosity by comparing modeled values of apparent viscosity to viscosity experimentally determined via the steady state shear stress to strain rate ratio [see also Violay et al., 2014].

3. Results

3.1. Seismicity During Spine Growth

Spine extrusion at Mt. Unzen was accompanied by vigorous seismic activity (Figure 3a). Clear cyclic patterns in seismicity can be seen in the early part of the record (13 October to 15 November 1994) where peaks in event count are separated by approximately 48 h periods. Cross correlation of all the events in this period found 29 clusters of 5 to 481 events (see Figures 3a and 3b). The two largest clusters (cluster 1, containing 481 events and cluster 2, containing 187 events) contain 73% of all clustered events from 1 October to 15 November (Figure 3b) and coincided with the emergence of the spine and onset of cyclicity in earthquake occurrence rates. Cluster 2 began several days before visible extrusion of the spine in mid-October and was characterized by repetitive bursts of seismic activity until 5 November. Cluster 1 contains the majority of seismic events throughout this period, showing near-continuous activity until 20 October, before evolving into a repetitive pattern of periodic bursts in concert with cluster 2 (Figure 3b). Events in cluster 1 show steadily increasing amplitudes up to mid-November, distinct from nonclustered events (Figure 3b). These results point to a nondestructive and repetitive source mechanism for the clustered seismic events in the early period of spine growth. The distinct increase in amplitude suggests an increasing fault plane area or a shallowing source during spine extrusion. Seismic activity decreased after mid-November and was associated with a drop in extrusion rate until activity ceased in February 1995. During the period from 11:00 A.M. on 2 November to 11:00 A.M. on 9 November, 61 seismic events from clusters 1 and 2 occurred concurrently with observed uplift of 5.43 m, indicating an average slip distance of 8.9 cm per event (Figure 3e). The $P$ wave pulse durations of earthquakes in clusters 1 and 2, shown in Figure 3d, average at 0.118 s and show a strong bunching around this value; hence, this average value is suitably robust for our calculations (Figure 3c). These measurements indicate that average slip rate of the clustered events was 0.75 m s$^{-1}$, a rate similar to that constrained for other spine extrusions [Kendrick et al., 2012, 2014a].

3.2. High-Velocity Rotary Shear Experiments

Shear experiments performed to assess the frictional properties of Mt. Unzen dome material have shown that at low slip rates ($<0.4$ m s$^{-1}$) and normal applied stress ($<0.4$ MPa), rock-rock friction takes place and cataclastic gouge forms within the slip zone, and that at higher slip rates and normal applied stresses, melting ensues along the slip interface (Table 1). Rock-rock friction is characterized by an initial peak in shear stress, followed by a rapid decrease (see data for $\leq 0.4$ MPa normal stress in Figure 4a and supporting information Figure S1). Beyond this brief weakening stage, the shear stress stabilizes. During experiments which triggered frictional melting, the shear resistance further evolves, showing a progressive increase in shear stress as melt pockets spread along the slip zone. Visible growth of a melt layer across the entire slip zone corresponds with a second, higher, peak in shear resistance. The melt layer subsequently thickens, and melt begins to be expelled due to centrifugal force and axial load, causing axial shortening (Figure 4a). In the process, the shear stress decreases to a steady state as equilibrium is reached between melt production and expulsion [e.g., Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005]. Thermal monitoring during the friction experiments showed that heating of the slip zone increases rapidly, reaching rates of up to 1000°C s$^{-1}$ and achieving melt temperatures of 1180–1290°C during mechanical steady state (Figure 4a). Normal stress and slip distance exhibit important controls on the shear resistance imposed by the rock or melt (Figure 4b).

The cumulative data set for all experiments is plotted in shear stress to normal stress space for the monitored peak (Figure 5a) and steady state (Figure 5b) shear stresses. Byerlee's frictional law (equation (1)) is accompanied by modeled curves of the dependence of both slip rate ($V_s$) and normal stress ($\sigma_n$) on the shear resistance ($\tau$) using the relationship $\tau = 0.8e^{-0.423\sigma_n}$ (where 0.42 is a coefficient with units s m$^{-1}$) empirically constrained for Mt. Unzen ash gouge [Lavallée et al., 2014]. Both peak shear resistance and steady state shear resistance increase systematically with normal stress as predicted by Byerlee's friction law, although a considerable deviation from a linear relationship in peak shear stress is induced by high slip rates and, importantly, the generation of frictional melt along the slip surface. We note that the peak in shear stress can be extremely high (inducing a state where $\sigma_n/\tau > 1$) when a melt layer first forms. Peak shear resistance remains...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment No.</th>
<th>Equivalent Slip Rate $V_e$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Normal Stress $\sigma_n$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Max Shear Stress $\sigma_{\alpha}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Steady State Shear Stress $\sigma_{\alpha}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Normal Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Total Slip Distance (m)</th>
<th>Width $w$ (μm)$^b$</th>
<th>Strain Rate $\dot{\epsilon}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Clast Fraction $\phi$</th>
<th>Clast Aspect Ratio $R_p$</th>
<th>Melt Viscosity$^d$ $\eta_m$ (log Pa s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Mean Power Density $\Omega_p$ (MW m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Viscosity Measured by HVR$^e$ $\eta_{HVR}$ (log Pa s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3375</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>259.0</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3758</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>969.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5E+04</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.6; 2</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3373</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.573</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>1281.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5E+04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3755</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.192</td>
<td>1.524</td>
<td>1285.6</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5E+04</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3376</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.549</td>
<td>1.732</td>
<td>1284.2</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>9.7E+03</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3384</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.806</td>
<td>1.944</td>
<td>1286.7</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5E+04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3378</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>532.3</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3375</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>1117.8</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3365</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.550</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>1156.6</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3359</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.342</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1264.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6.7E+03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.5; 2</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3370</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.253</td>
<td>1.847</td>
<td>1267.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0E+04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3382</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.512</td>
<td>2.209</td>
<td>1268.6</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6.7E+03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.4; 1.8</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3379</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>193.6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3369</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>650.8</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3363</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>1128.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3372</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.794</td>
<td>1.574</td>
<td>1187.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.7E+03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.4; 2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0046</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0047</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0048</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0049</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0051</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0052</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0053</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0056</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0054</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The values of shear stress at steady state refer to equilibrated values after complete melting.

$^b$Average solidified melt zone width estimated from photomicrographs—a lower bound for melt zone width during steady state slip (see section 2).

$^c$Bin size 0.2 determined by mean normalized to area fraction; for bimodal aspect ratio distributions, both values are given.

$^d$Melt viscosity values are quoted for a single temperature (1300°C) using the model of Giordano et al. [2008].

$^e$Viscosity calculated as shear stress/strain rate mechanically measured in the HVR tests for steady state conditions.
particularly high during the steady state slip at low normal stresses (<3 MPa), where melt plausibly acts as a brake [e.g., Kendrick et al., 2014a]; for higher normal stress, the shear stress tends to fall to values below those predicted by Byerlee’s law, implying that frictional melt acts as a lubricant to slip compared to the internal friction of intact rocks [Di Toro et al., 2006a]. Lubrication within the steady state reduces the normal stress dependence on friction compared to Byerlee but not to the extent demonstrated in previous studies on crustal rocks [Di Toro et al., 2006b; Nielsen et al., 2008]. It is also remarkable that an increase in slip rate (for a given applied normal stress) does not necessarily lead to a decrease in shear stress as would be expected from the non-Newtonian, shear thinning rheology of the multiphase melts produced by friction [Lavallée et al., 2012].

The combined effect of slip rate [equation (2)] and applied normal stress on the resultant friction coefficient is assessed by analyzing the mean power density ($\Omega_p$) produced in the experiments, as follows:

$$\Omega_p = V_e \tau_p$$

where $\tau_p$ is the average shear stress [Di Toro et al., 2011]. For the purpose of this analysis, where melting occurred, the mean power density was calculated from the average shear stress from the onset of slip to peak shear stress due to melting, whereas for experiments without melting, the average shear stress of the full data was used. The slip distance required to generate a complete melt layer along the slip zone decreased as normal stress and/or slip rate increased (Figures 4b and 6). As such, the mean power density becomes a more informative measure of the conditions prompting melting. At the lowest mean power densities (<0.3 MW m$^{-2}$), frictional melting did not occur. Experiments with mean power density of 0.3 to 1 MW m$^{-2}$ reached temperatures sufficiently high to induce melting over slip of a few meters (Figure 6). Experiments with higher power density ≥1 MW m$^{-2}$ reached higher maximum temperatures of ~1285°C with near instantaneous melt production (Figure 6). We note that the maximum temperature during steady state slip on melt-hosting slip zones remained constant, independent of imposed conditions—an observation which facilitates a rheological description of fault slip dynamics.
3.3. Microstructural Analysis of Experimental Products

Thin sections from experimental samples that developed a frictional melt layer were prepared for optical and geochemical analyses. The frictional melt layers (solidified into glasses) exhibit a distinct change in texture from the surrounding protolith; the pseudotachylyte glass hosts crystal fragments (primarily of plagioclase) with a lower aspect ratio and smaller size than in the host rock. Importantly, amphiboles are not present in these layers. The thickness of the solidified melt zones ranges from 75 to 300 μm, but does not vary systematically with experimental conditions, and can differ by >100 μm across a given sample. The characteristics of the rock-melt boundary as well as of the pseudotachylyte layer itself reveal a dependence on the local mineral assemblage. The boundary is generally defined by relatively straight margins, though a few irregular embayments likely result from existing heterogeneities in the host rock. This is particularly enhanced by the presence of large amphibole phenocrysts (up to 5 mm diameter), which preferentially decompose along the melt-rock interface (Figure 7a). The boundary observed in our experimental products is not as sharp as those observed in holocrystalline rocks [Hirose and Shimamoto, 2003, 2005], and we note the progressive alignment of microlites near the slip plane, associated with viscous remobilization (Figure 7b) as local temperatures are sufficient to exceed the glass transition of the neighboring groundmass glass without inducing melting (see section 4.1). Crystal fragments in the experimental pseudotachylytes are generally angular, suggesting the occurrence of cataclasis and short periods of interaction with the melt [Bizzarri, 2014]. The crystal fragments are dominated by plagioclase, while ferromagnesian oxide minerals are scarcer than in the host rock and amphibole is not seen: observations that indicate preferential melting of amphibole and ferromagnesian minerals. Particle size distribution was estimated on between 480 and 3314 suspended crystal fragments for each experimentally produced pseudotachylyte layer. The layers contain between 8 and 22 vol.% particles with local variation reaching >5 vol.% (see Table 1). Cumulative particle size (binned by aspect ratio) shows that the particle shape distribution is weakly bimodal, with aspect ratio peaks at approximately 1.6 and 2.0 (see supporting information Figure S2).

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis reveals chemical and physical homogenization of the frictional melt solidified at the end of the experiments. All but one experimental pseudotachylyte (experiment 3758, at 1.45 m s⁻¹ and 0.7 MPa, which did not reach a steady state after melting) show a near-homogeneous suspension with minor chemical heterogeneities, seen in the grey-scale exhibited by the interstitial glass, and the presence of small pores near the rock-melt boundaries (Figure 7c). The pseudotachylyte from sample 3758 shows a range of suspended clast sizes, iron content, and thickness (Figure 7d): a thin layer of protomelt (i.e., an inhomogeneous melt band resulting from single crystal melting) containing smaller crystal fragments is surrounded by a thicker, homogeneous, solidified melt zone. The groundmass of the host rock in this experiment does not show evidence for viscous remobilization (Figure 7d), as seen in other samples, suggesting that the host rock in this particular example did not surpass the glass transition temperature and strain was localized in the protomelt along the inner slip interface only.

3.4. Geochemistry of Frictional Melt

Electron microprobe analysis reveals that these experimentally produced frictional melts have similar compositions, with the exception of the aforementioned heterogeneous pseudotachylyte produced in
sample 3758 (Table 1). This single heterogeneous product has substantially lower SiO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$, and higher MgO and FeO contents: differences suggesting selective melting of amphiboles and ferromagnesian minerals (Table 2). The volatile content of the pseudotachylyte glass is low (0.1 wt.%) as ascertained by simultaneous thermo-analysis, which shows no detectable weight loss up to 1150°C (0.1% relative mass increase is likely due to iron oxidation) concordant with water analysis of the bulk rock of ~0.1 – 0.2 wt.% [Kusakabe et al., 1999; Nakada and Motomura, 1999; Noguchi et al., 2008].

3.5. Rheological Analysis of Frictional Melt

An accurate description of the rheological impact of frictional melt on fault slip behavior requires a detailed description of the viscosity of the melt. The temperature-dependent viscosity range of the frictional melts, calculated based on their chemical composition and using a melt viscosity model [Giordano et al., 2008], shows little variation (Figure 8). Viscosities derived from this model fall between $10^3$ and $10^{3.5}$ Pa s; however, these are likely slightly overestimated, because of underestimated temperatures due to cooling of melt at the sample exterior. Notably, the calculated viscosity of the inhomogenized melt from experiment 3758 (see Figure 7c) is significantly lower than the other “homogenized” frictional melts. The rate-dependent apparent viscosities of the frictional melt suspension were constrained for the sample-specific crystal fraction and strain rate estimates in the solidified melt zones (Table 1), using the semi-empirical model of, and fitting parameters within, Costa et al. [2009]. A maximum packing fraction of 0.55 was estimated from the model of Mueller et al. [2011] using an aspect ratio of 1.8 (supporting

**Figure 7.** Microtextural characteristics of frictional melt zones. (a) Photomicrograph of a typical frictional melt zone (FMZ) from experiment 3376 (conducted at 1.45 m s$^{-1}$ and 3 MPa), showing suspended angular plagioclase fragments (Pl) and adjacent amphibole phenocrysts (Am). The edge of the melt zone exhibits an embayment (in the upper middle) and a dark rim along the amphibole, suggestive of thermal breakdown. (b) Close-up image from experiment 3373 (1.45 m s$^{-1}$ and 1 MPa normal stress), showing crystal rotation in the host rock along the outer margin of the frictional melt layer due to viscous remobilization in areas where temperatures exceeded the glass transition. Arrows indicate the direction of slip. (c) SEM image showing an inhomogenized melt filament due to selective amphibole melting (light grey) inside the main frictional melt zone (darker grey) from experiment 3359 conducted at 1.0 m s$^{-1}$ and 2.0 MPa. (d) SEM image of melt zone in sample 3758 (1.45 m s$^{-1}$ and 0.7 MPa), showing a protomelt within a crystal-rich frictional melt zone.
information Figure S2). The low crystal fraction (Table 1) caused only a slight increase in the apparent viscosity of the multiphase frictional melt of $<100.4$ Pa s.

The mechanical data can be used to estimate the viscosity of frictional melt during torsion experiments [e.g., Caricchi et al., 2007; Violay et al., 2014]. Here by dividing the monitored shear resistance (at steady state) by the calculated strain rate, we obtain a narrow range of apparent viscosity for the frictional melt ($\eta_{HVR}$; Figure 8). These values are a lower bound for viscosity, as thickness of the melt may be underestimated due to continued extrusion of melt at the end of the experiment. The obtained viscosity range is compared with the temperature dependence of the modeled viscosity to derive the range of temperatures likely to be found in the slip zone ($T_{HVR} \approx 1320–1590^\circ C$). We find the temperatures constrained from the mechanical data are $50–300^\circ C$ higher than those monitored using the thermographic camera ($T_m$) on the surface of the expelled melt (Figure 8); there are discrepancies of $\sim 0.2$ to 1 order of magnitude between the values of viscosity estimated from the mechanical data ($\eta_{HVR}$) and the values estimated using the monitored temperature ($\eta_m$). We note that in this rheological analysis, viscous remobilization of the host rock was not considered; however, the presence of glass-bearing wall rocks has been argued to facilitate viscous coupling to the frictional melt, increasing the shear resistance during faulting events, which could serve to hinder slip [Lavallée et al., 2012; Kendrick et al., 2014a; Violay et al., 2014].

4. Interpretation and Discussion

4.1. Fault Friction: Melting, Viscous Braking, and Remobilization

Here we have constrained spine extrusion at Mt. Unzen to be a fault-driven eruptive process whereby the evolution of the volcanic rocks involved in fault slip is complex. Fault friction of Mt. Unzen dacite falls into the following two regimes: at low mean power densities (i.e., low normal stress and/or slip velocities), slip occurs in the rock-rock regime; above $0.3$ MW m$^{-2}$, the rock-rock slip regime is overprinted by a rheological control on slip when frictional melt forms, accompanied by viscous remobilization of interstitial glass in the adjacent rock. This observation comes with the caveat that power density is an empirical measurement; it determines the thermal energy produced [equation (4) and Figure 6]; however, the temperature of the slip zone depends on the ratio of thermal energy produced to that lost. This depends on the sample properties and geometry, as well as the design and thermal properties of the apparatus. Our key finding, therefore, is a well-constrained threshold in $\Omega_p$ over which the slip regime switches from rock-rock to viscous-dominated dynamics. Observations consistent with frictional melting during dome
eruptions, and especially spine growth [Kendrick et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Plail et al., 2014], are facilitated by the high temperatures in volcanic conduits [Lavallée et al., 2012]. At Mt. Unzen, groundmass crystallization temperatures have been constrained to 850–870°C [Venezky and Rutherford, 1999] and 860–910°C [Saito and Ishikawa, 2012] by Fe-Ti oxide re-equilibration temperatures, giving estimated eruptive temperatures ~800°C [Goto, 1999]. This suggests that fault slip producing as little as 300°C temperature increase may push slip zone temperatures in excess of 1100°C, and so it appears inevitable that frictional melting and viscous remobilization must be incorporated in dome eruption models.

The friction experiments presented here underline the strong affinity of volcanic rocks for rheological changes due to heat generated through faulting events. Melting occurs due to the very high temperatures achieved along the slip surface, whereas viscous remobilization initiates in the surrounding host at moderate temperatures (above the glass transition temperature, varying between 759°C and 1010°C due to the range of heating rates generated in these experiments), and its extent normal to the slip surface increases as frictional heat dissipates laterally. Such a complex process and associated rheological profile likely play an integral role in strain localization during slip events. The ability of glass to remobilize at moderate temperatures may have important implications during faulting in nature, as a slip event may be able to release enough heat to the surrounding rocks/magma to remobilize larger zones than the localized slip plane. Remobilized areas (Figure 7b) will exhibit high viscosities and non-Newtonian rheology (due to the abundance of microlites and long structural relaxation timescales at moderate temperatures above the glass transition interval), which may induce nonlinearity in shear strain and thus affect the dynamics of magma ascent. Distributed strain partitioning has been observed near the margin of spines (Figure 2) and is commonly attributed to strain experienced by magma in ascent up to the point of failure [Smith et al., 2001; Pallister et al., 2013]; yet the results here are consistent with a scenario in which strain localization also takes place in the slip-dominated region above the locus of shear-induced failure.

Our experiments on dacite affirm previous claims that frictional melting is a highly disequilibrium process [Spray, 1993; Shimamoto and Lin, 1994]. Early melting initiates in minerals with the lowest melting temperatures at very high heating rates (here 10² to 10³ °C s⁻¹). The generation of protomelts from selective melting of crystals with the lowest melting temperatures suggests that, in the HVR experiments, transient changes in melt composition [e.g., Spray, 1993] as well as the evolving contact along the rock-rock to melt-rock surface [e.g., Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005] may contribute to changes in shear stress on the slip zone (Figure 4a). Observations of irregular rock-melt boundaries and small crystal fragments in the
solidified melt zones suggest that the preferential melting of amphiboles and subsequent spreading of the melt layer may enhance the suspension of plagioclase fragments in the melt (Figure 7d).

The rheology of frictional melt in the steady state regime appears to be well constrained, as the temperature-dependent melt viscosity is found to be very consistent irrespective of slip conditions (if melting has reached equilibrium with the imposed slip dynamics). The apparent viscosity on the slip zone is also described via the slip rate and clast content; yet the relatively low suspended clast content (8–22 vol.%) induces only a minor apparent viscosity offset of <0.5 log units [using the model of Costa et al., 2009]. The viscosities calculated from the mechanical data in this study are 1–2 orders of magnitude lower than the modeled viscosities (see Table 2), an opposite trend to that found in Violay et al. [2014], where apparent viscosity measurements were one order of magnitude higher for glassy basalts; however, the absence of water-bearing minerals within this basalt may cause a very different mechanical response. The offset in viscosity measurements in our study may be attributed to one or more of (a) an underestimation on the order of 50–100°C in measured temperature, (b) overestimation of strain rate due to partitioning of strain in viscously remobilized groundmass [e.g., Violay et al., 2014] and due to melt zone thinning from postexperiment melt extrusion upon solidification, and (c) deformation occurring in the brittle regime within the frictional melt.

The analysis presented here portrays a regime in which frictional melting leads to a nonlinear rheological (and hence slip) response, with important implications for spine eruption dynamics. The mechanical control of fault processes in spine growth is likely to be complex as locally fluctuating stress conditions and temperature evolve. In a rock-rock fault regime (low temperature), we observe a linear normal to shear stress relationship for experiments at low slip rates in accordance with Byerlee's frictional law [equation (1)]. Slip is found to be rate weakening, falling further below Byerlee's law with increasing strain rates. In a high-temperature, melt-hosting fault regime, slip rapidly evolves from gouge production to preferential melting of low melting temperature crystals to production of a mature (chemically mixed), steady state melt zone; such changes lead to transient rheology. The mechanical response of frictional melt is highly dependent on the normal stress; while in tectonic settings, frictional melt may offer a lubricating effect (i.e., impart lower resistance than the internal friction of rocks as stated by Byerlee); in shallow volcanic scenarios, low normal stress conditions mean the peak shear stress induced by production of frictional melt can exceed the internal friction of rocks predicted by Byerlee's law and impose a viscous brake [Fialko, 2004; Koizumi et al., 2004; Kendrick et al., 2014b].

The contrasting properties of rock-rock and melt-bearing slip zones suggest that fault dynamics in an ascending magmatic column are highly unstable and lead us to conclude that spine extrusion may be hindered when frictional melt forms at the conduit margin. These asent dynamics may encourage unsteady faulting events (and associated periodic geophysical signals), as a higher shear stress must be generated to overcome the melt-enhanced shear resistance. Thus, the variable frictional properties of volcanic rocks (with or without melting) may have an important role in regulating stick-slip behavior and promote unstable spine extrusion [Kendrick et al., 2014a], providing a feedback to the cyclic deformation patterns seen at Mt. Unzen and other dome-building volcanoes.

4.2. Frictional Controls on Seismogenic Spine Extrusion

The October 1994 to February 1995 extrusion of a spine at Mt. Unzen volcano was monitored by seismic, tilt, and stereoscopic techniques [Yamashina et al., 1999; Umakoshi et al., 2008]. A mechanistic interpretation of these signals requires consideration of the slip mechanics at work in the shallow conduit. Spine extrusion rate from 2 to 9 November 1994 averaged 0.8 m d⁻¹ (see Figure 3d), and cycles in the seismic and tilt data, similar to those measured at Soufrière Hills volcano [Voight, 1999], suggest pulsatory dynamics where the ascent and extrusion of the spine occurred through incremental slip along an intact plug with minimal strain in its core.

We analyzed the seismic data to provide a constraint on the slip conditions at Mt. Unzen and apply our experimental findings to the monitored eruption dynamics during spine growth. The regular ~48 h cyclicity in seismic event counts (Figures 3a and 3b) indicates a process whereby pressure buildup in the conduit, which leads to inflation, is released by seismogenic fault slip events along the margin of the ascending plug [Yamashina et al., 1999]. Our analysis of the seismic record revealed the importance of two dominant clusters of earthquakes found to take place in periodic cycles. The timing of these cycles shows...
a strong correlation with peaks in tilt and total event count, from which we conclude that seismogenic slip events represent the dominant mechanism of uplift during spine growth. The nondestructive source character of the seismicity and similarity of the waveforms suggest a common process occurring within a similar location, from which we surmise that their source mechanism is most likely the brittle failure and slip of magma near the conduit walls at shallow depths [Yamasato, 1998; Varley et al., 2010; De Angelis and Henton, 2011; Thomas and Neuberg, 2012; Bean et al., 2013].

We used our seismic analysis to estimate slip zone properties during spine growth. We find an average slip distance of individual events of 8.9 cm, slip velocity of $0.75 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, and a faulting depth shallower than 700 m below the dome surface [Japanese Meteorological Association, 1995; Umakoshi et al., 2008]. From this depth range, we constrain the stress normal to the fault plane using values of the horizontal stress ($\sigma_h$), as estimated from the lithostatic stress ($\sigma_l$) via Sheorey [1994] with $E$ in GPa and $z$ in meters:

$$\sigma_h = \frac{0.25}{\sigma_l} E (0.001 + z^{-1})$$

(5)

where the wall rock elastic modulus ($E$) is estimated at 10 GPa [Uhira et al., 1995] and $z$ is the depth of interest (0–700 m) providing us with $\sigma_h = 0.42 \sigma_l$. Note that the elastic modulus of the magmatic column may differ slightly prior to slip events, but we assume that its elastic response upon faulting at high slip rate would contribute to a value similar to that of a rock [cf. Lavallée et al., 2016]. In our calculation, we use a mean density ($\rho$) of 2505 kg m$^{-3}$ (measured by He-pycnometry) to constrain stress normal to the fault plane.

In order to solve the problem of heat transfer during slip events (prior to melting), we use the 1-D calculation for temperature change at negligible distance from a heat source (i.e., a slip zone of 0 thickness) derived by Carlslaw and Jaeger [1959]:

$$\Delta T = \frac{q \sqrt{t}}{C_p \rho \sqrt{\pi k}}$$

(6)

where heat capacity ($C_p$) is estimated at 1000 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ at 900°C, thermal diffusivity ($k$) is estimated at 0.7 mm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ [Nishimura et al., 2005; Cordonnier et al., 2012b], time ($t$) is constrained by dividing the average slip distance by the slip velocity constrained from the seismicity, and the heat flux ($q$) is defined as $q = \mu \sigma_n V_e$, in which the coefficient of friction ($\mu$) is set to 0.85 to constrain heat generated from the onset of a slip event at low normal stresses [cf. Byerlee, 1978]. The results of these calculations are illustrated in Figure 9, showing the temperature increase plotted against conduit depths for an average slip event. We set a threshold temperature for the onset of frictional melting at 1100°C and an initial conduit temperature of 800°C. This suggests that frictional melting may be viable during fault slip events deeper than 500 m. At shallower depth, we expect that insufficient heat would be produced to melt the rocks by friction; however, enough heat may be generated to viscously remobilize the interstitial glass in these rocks (Figure 9). Considering this
thermal budget of fault slip events, we conclude that it is highly likely that spine extrusion mechanics were modified by viscous forces associated with viscous remobilization and melting during ascent.

4.3. Fault Friction Beyond Melting

Magma ascent is driven by buoyancy, and during spine-building episodes, it is regulated by internal frictional processes. Although the present findings highlight the effect of frictional melting and suggest that it may be a common and important process to be considered, we wish to emphasize that we do not believe that it is the mechanism that controls magma ascent in the entirety of the shallow region for which fault friction influences the eruptive behavior. Field studies have documented the presence of shear zones bordered by fault planes which bear cataclasite, volcanic ash gouge, and breccia near conduit margins [e.g., Smith et al., 2001; Watts et al., 2002; Kendrick et al., 2012; Kennedy and Russell, 2012; Pallister et al., 2013]. These result from frictional processes and rapid thermal expansion and stress drops during eruptive activity that lead to fragmentation [e.g., Alidibirov and Dingwell, 1996; Lavallée et al., 2011, 2014]. Gouge and polynict breccia found during drilling of the conduit within the intercontinental drilling program are evidence for repeated fragmentation events in the conduit at Mt. Unzen [Goto et al., 2008]. As such, the rheological contribution of frictional melt on slip dynamics must be further combined with the frictional properties of gouge material [e.g., Moore et al., 2008; Lavallée et al., 2014]. The study by Lavallée et al. [2014] measured the frictional properties of Mt. Unzen ash gouge, which was found to abide by a simple relationship between normal stress and slip rate (Figure 5a). Energy partitioning into surface creation and granular flow reduces the heat budget in ash-gouge-bearing fault planes, which may inhibit further melting along the slip interface [Lavallée et al., 2014].

The mechanics of slip during spine extrusion at Mt. Unzen are likely variably controlled by frictional melt or gouge within the slip interface at the conduit margin. Our study provides a strong geophysical and thermomechanical argument for the formation of volcanic pseudotachylyte at shallow depths. In addition, we describe the rheology of frictional melt laden fault zones and their potential impact on shallow conduit fault mechanics. Mechanical considerations of fault slip processes have wider implications, as frictional melt generation can occur at lava domes during extrusion [Kendrick et al., 2012, 2014a; Plail et al., 2014], block-and-ash flows [Grunewald et al., 2000; Schwarzkopf et al., 2001] during large sector collapse [Legros et al., 2000], and along caldera-subsidence faults [Spray, 1997; Kokelaar, 2007]. Future efforts to further constrain fault slip characteristics will afford a better description of volcanic processes, ranging from conduit dynamics to ediﬁce stability and friction-based ﬂow processes, thus contributing to a more accurate assessment of hazards during volcanic crises.

5. Conclusion

Fault friction processes regulating the 1994–95 spine growth, during the 1991–1995 dome eruption at Mt. Unzen, have been investigated using combined seismic analysis and experimental simulations. The seismic record shows the occurrence of clusters of recurring waveforms, revealing a repetitive, cyclic seismic source. These low frequency earthquakes are interpreted to represent repeated faulting events associated with ascent of a plug and extrusion of a lava spine.

Low- to high-velocity rotary shear (HVR) experiments were conducted on Mt. Unzen dacite to constrain the mechanics of fault friction and the character of the slip zone. The experiments show that at mean power densities $<$0.3 MW m$^{-2}$, friction takes place along a rock-on-rock slip interface, inducing cataclasis along the fault. Beyond this mean power density threshold, frictional melt forms along the slip interface and temperature dissipation causes viscous remobilization surrounding the fault zone. Close examination of the experimentally generated frictional melt (cooled to pseudotachylyte) indicates a disequilibrium melting process that delivers an unstable shear stress evolution. Subsequent slip ultimately homogenizes the chemistry of the frictional melt, which then exerts a viscous control on the slip zone, which is both normal stress and slip rate dependent. Application of our findings to Mt. Unzen spine growth suggests that during average faulting events at depths below 500 m in the conduit frictional melt may form and act as a viscous brake. At depths below 270 m, viscous remobilization is likely in the glass-bearing host rock, whereas at shallower depths, the cataclastic production of gouge material may lubricate the slip zone. These conflicting effects may limit the propensity of magma to achieve steady state slip conditions during ascent, thereby regulating the seismogenic process of dome growth.
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Erratum

In the originally published version of this article, the axes in Figure 5a were missing. The figure has since been corrected, and this version may be considered the authoritative version of record.